B.) Next, a steady series of news releases would blanket targeted as well as
national wire service locations, depending on the hard news item,
releases should include the announcement of each tribe's intention to
attend the gathering, news of agenda items, guest speakers, special
entertainment, issue statements, etc.
C.) The utilization of network morning shows (GMA, Today, CBS This
Morning) for Chief Mankiller to explain the council gathering, its
objective, history, and purpose in 1993.
D.) The use of CNN feature programs such as Christie Brinkley's "Living
in the 90's. " M s. Brinkley and camera crew would visit site of
1993 council and give historic perspective. She would tour site with
Chief Mankiller and visit other significant locations around
Talequah.
E.) Begin, in March, a feature series (through the Native American Press
Association), providing history of 1843 council with a focus on
various aspects of the 1993 agenda items - what's the same and
what's changed since the last council 150 years ago. This should
appear in all Indian/Tribal newspapers as a consistent feature as
regularly as paper is printed.
F.) Develop a children's Art and Communication Exchange between the
Native American Children of Canada, United States, mexico, Central
and South America, promoting educational and social interaction
between Indigenous Children of the Americas. Each child would
draw or paint a picture depicting some historic piece of the 1843
Gathering or something more contemporary regarding the 1993
Council. Accompanying each piece of art would be a letter from
that child to one in another country, describing Native American life
at home. The participation tribal leadership would coordinate the
exchange with one another to insure all children are afforded the
opportunity to participate and learn.
best describe the passing on of tradition to the next generation.
G.) The budget you faxed to us indicates the need for brochures, posters,
street banners, etc. Naturally, we agree and feel that distribution is
key. Therefore, as materials become available, we will consider
with you the appropriate and best use for the same.

